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ABSTRACT 

Bitcoin becomes the focus of scientific research in the modern era. Blockchain is the underlying technology of 

Bitcoin because of its decentralization, transparency, trust-less and immutability features. However, blockchain 

can be considered the cause of Bitcoin scalability issues, especially storage. Nodes in the Bitcoin network need 

to store the full blockchain to validate transactions. Over time, the blockchain size will be bulky. So, the full 

nodes will prefer to leave the network. This leads to the blockchain being centralized and trusted and the 

security will be adversely affected. This paper proposes a Stateful Layered Chain Model based on storing 

accounts’ balances to reduce the Bitcoin blockchain size. This model changes the structure of the traditional 

blockchain from blocks to layers. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed model reduces the 

blockchain size by about 50.6 %. Implicitly, the transaction throughput can also be doubled. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a distributed, secured, scalable and transparent ledger that permanently records 

transactions among decentralized network participants [1]. It avoids relying on a trusted third party to 

validate, verify and process the transactions. Besides cryptocurrency, blockchain is a base technology 

for many other fields, such as medicine, social, the internet of things, supply chain, voting, 

information sharing and file storage. 

The digital asset, which is cryptographically secured, is called cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency is a 

blockchain-based technology to transfer funds between users in a secure and transparent mode [2]. 

Currently, there are thousands of cryptocurrencies, but according to the coin market cap [3], the best 

cryptocurrency is Bitcoin [4]. 

Bitcoin depends on blockchain technology to store transactions between users in a distributed network. 

Full nodes in Bitcoin store the entire blockchain starting from the genesis block, so that they can 

retrieve historical activities, search transactions, validate new transactions and calculate balances [5]. 

Over time, the size of the blockchain will grow exponentially and it will be difficult for full nodes to 

download and store the complete Bitcoin blockchain. Figure 1 shows the growth of Bitcoin blockchain 

size from 2009 to 2022. According to Bitcoin visuals’ statistics [6], In March 2022, the number of 

Bitcoin blocks is over 71 × 104, the chain size is 366 GB and in the last two years, the annual growth 

rate is around  15.8 %. As a result of this huge storage, there is a big reduction in the number of full 

nodes that have enough resource capabilities to store the entire blockchain. Therefore, the blockchain 

network will be more centralized. 

Bitcoin transactions are structured to make the blockchain stateless, which means that it does not keep 

the addresses’ balances. However, the balances can be retrieved by tracking the address transactions 

through the entire blockchain. So, we propose a Stateful Layered Chain Model based on storing the 

addresses’ balances. In the proposed model, the transaction and block structures are completely 

changed. The block is replaced by a layer that is smaller in size. Our model reduces the chain size to 

solve the storage scalability problem, keeps transactions easy to be verified and implicitly increases 

the transaction throughput. Our model allows full nodes with limited storage capabilities to process 

new transactions without the need for storing the entire ledger. Therefore, it maintains the 

decentralization of the network and at the same time keeps the transaction verification simple as in 
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traditional Bitcoin. Also, our model can increase the transaction throughput implicitly if we make the 

layer size similar to the block size, allowing the storage of more transactions. 

Figure 1. The cumulative size of Bitcoin blocks [6]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a simple background about Bitcoin blockchain 

structure. Section 3 introduces the related work. Section 4 explains the proposed Stateful Layered 

Chain Model. Section 5 shows the implementation and experimental results. Section 6 provides the 

conclusion and future work. 

2. BACKGROUND

A peer-to-peer network is used in Bitcoin for block and transaction exchange. Peers have three types: 

Simplified Payment Verification (SPV) node, Light-weight Client node and Full node. SPV node, 

which is called a thin client, is a client that keeps a copy of the block headers. It uses Merkle root to 

ensure that the block is containing the required transactions [7]. The light-weight Client node does not 

store the blockchain. Instead, it creates purchase or money transfer transactions and sends them to full 

nodes [8]. Full nodes, which are called miners, store and serve the entire blockchain to guarantee the 

highest level of security by verifying all the blocks from the genesis block [5]. They are responsible 

for transaction authentication, the mining process to create new blocks and getting rewards. 

2.1 Blockchain Structure 

Blockchain is a linked list of blocks. Each block has a pointer to the previous block. The block is 

divided into two parts: block header and block body [9]. Block header contains information about the 

block, such as its version, its hash, previous block hash, Merkle root, timestamp, difficulty and Nonce, 

as illustrated in Table 1. On the other hand, transactions are recorded in the block body [10]. Figure 2 

shows the Bitcoin blockchain structure. 

Table 1. Fields of the block header. 

Fields Description 

Version The software version number is used for upgrading the protocol. 

Hash It is a 256-bit unique binary number to represent the block. 

Previous Hash It is a hash number of the previous block. 

Merkle Root The root of the Merkle Tree [11] is generated from the transactions in the block. 

Timestamp The time of the block creation is presented in UNIX time. 

Difficulty The difficulty value is used in the mining process to create a new block. 

Nonce It is a counter-value that makes the block hash less than or equal to the target value. 

2.2 Transaction Structure 

The transaction is a transfer of value from a source address (input) to a destination address (output). It 

has six fields: version, input counter, inputs, output counter, outputs and lock time [12], as illustrated 

in Table 2. One of the most important concepts of Bitcoin is privacy, which means that the user’s 

balance should be unknown to the network’s miners. Bitcoin maintains this concept by relying on a 

stateless blockchain ledger that does not record any balances. 
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Figure 2. Bitcoin blockchain structure. 

Table 2. Fields of transaction structure. 

Fields Description 

Version It is a version number of the rules that a transaction follows. 

Input Counter The number of inputs. 

Inputs One or more transaction inputs. 

Output Counter The number of outputs. 

Outputs One or more transaction outputs. 

Lock Time 
The locked duration is where the outputs of the transaction cannot be 

spent. It can be UNIX time or block number. 

The user’s balance is implicitly divided into many Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs) which can 

be used as inputs in other transactions, provided that the user can spend only the UTXOs belonging to 

him/her. Despite that, the user’s balance can be calculated by scanning the entire blockchain and 

accumulating all UTXOs belonging to him/her. In addition to the entire blockchain, a set of UTXOs is 

stored in full nodes which are used in transaction authentication.   Figure 3 shows the mechanism of 

Bitcoin transactions. Transaction input is composed of four fields: outpoint, unlocking script size, 

unlocking script and sequence number. Transaction output is composed of three fields: amount, 

locking script size and locking script [12]. Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate both transaction input and 

output, respectively. 

Figure 3. Bitcoin transactions*. 
*Transaction A transform 5 Satoshi from address x to address z, return 14 Satoshi to himself and the fee is only 1 Satoshi.
Transaction B transforms 40 Satoshi from address y to address z, returns 9 Satoshi to himself and the fee is only 1 Satoshi.

Transaction C transforms 42 Satoshi from address z to address v, returns 2 Satoshi to himself and the fee is only 1 Satoshi.
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Table 3. Fields of the transaction input structure. 

Fields Description 

Outpoint 
It is a pointer to a previous transaction containing the UTXO to be 

spent. It is composed of the previous transaction hash and UTXO index. 

Unlocking Script Size The length of unlocking scrip in bytes. 

Unlocking Script 
It is used to unlock the locking script of UTXO. It is a proof of the 

ownership of the locking script. 

Sequence Number It is a number used to verify the lock time. 

Table 4. Fields of the transaction output structure. 
Fields Description 

Amount The transferred value in Satoshi. 

Locking Script Size The length of locking scrip in bytes. 

Locking Script 
It is used to lock the transferred amount, so that only those with the 

unlocking script can open the lock. 

2.3 Transaction Authentication 

When the new transaction is created, miners search the entire blockchain to find the UTXOs that are 

used as inputs for this new transaction. So, miners need to store the entire blockchain. Then, UTXO 

must be authenticated to ensure the sender’s ownership of the transferred funds. 

2.3.1 Keys and Addresses 

Public and private keys are the main requirements for creating any transaction. The private key is a 

256-bit binary number that is generated randomly using Secure Hash Algorithm SHA256 [13]. On the 

other hand, a public key is a unique number that is calculated from a private key using a one-way 

function called Elliptic Curve Multiplication function [14]. So, the private key cannot be calculated 

from the public key, but the connection between them can be proved using the digital signature 

without having to reveal the private key [15]. Bitcoin addresses are calculated by hashing public keys. 

2.3.2 Digital Signature 

A digital signature is a number that is calculated from the private key and the transaction data. It is 

used to prove the ownership of the outputs, which are used in the transaction as inputs [16]. The 

authentication process has two steps: (1) signing for digital signature creation and (2) verifying to 

prove that the digital signature and the public key were generated from the same private key [17]. The 

signing and verifying steps are shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Authentication process. 

2.3.3 Scripts 

Execution of Bitcoin scripts is based on Reverse Polish Notation which uses the stack to perform this 

execution [18]. Every transaction contains locking and unlocking scripts, which are called scritPubKey 

and scriptSig, respectively. They are executed as one script. If the execution result is true, then the 

transaction is valid. Standard types of transaction scripts are: Pay to Public Key Hash (P2PKH), Public 
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Key, Multi-signature, Pay to Script Hash (P2SH) and Data Output (Op-Return). Most Bitcoin 

transactions are based on the P2PKH script [19]. The locking and unlocking scripts for P2PKH are 

shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. P2PKH locking and unlocking scripts [20]*. 
*scriptSig is provided by the transaction inputs to unlock the scritPubKey of some previous UTXOs. 

2.3.4 Transaction Fee 

The miner creating a new block and recording it into the blockchain should take a fee for each 

transaction in this new block. The fee can be determined as a transaction output during the creation of 

the transaction. Also, if it is not determined directly in the transaction, it can be calculated by the 

miner during the creation of the block. The fee is calculated by subtracting the amount of transaction 

outputs from the total value of transaction inputs, where the remainder would be the fee [12]. If the 

value of inputs exceeds the amount of the output, the difference in value is considered the transaction 

fee. Therefore, the output, which is called “Change Output”, must be added to the transaction outputs 

to force the miner to get a specific value of fee [21]. The change output amount is returned to the 

sender’s address. So, the fee can be calculated as in the following equation: 

The value of the transaction fee is calculated automatically by the wallet. Miners choose the 

transactions with the highest fee to be added to the block. 

3. RELATED WORK

Based on the view of the blockchain storage expansion problem, the existing suggested models to 

solve this problem are divided into two categories: off-chain solutions and on-chain solutions. 

3.1 Off-chain Solutions 

Off-chain solution is based on storing a large amount of block data in the off-chain storage to reduce 

the size of the main blockchain. The off-chain storage is maintained by a secondary network. So, there 

are two networks: one for the off-chain and the second for the main chain. Intercommunication 

between the two networks adds an overhead to the system’s efficiency. 

Guy et al. [22] used the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to store the essential data. On the other hand, 

the SHA-256 hashes are recorded in the main blockchain to reference DHT data. DHT is maintained 

by special nodes that differ from the miner nodes. So, this method requires some amount of third-party 

trust. Qiuhong et al. [23] used a distributed storage called InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) to store 

the main transaction data. On the other hand, the block contains the transaction hashes as a reference 

to the IPFS transactions. In this model, a little reduction in the system efficiency is caused as a result 

of the transaction requests from IPFS nodes. Also, it needs to trust another network that stores IPFS 

data. Soharab et al. [24] proposed two types of blocks: raw block to store transaction data and hash 

block to store transaction hashes. Both are connected by a Content Identifier (CID). Raw blocks are 

stored in the IPFS network as a secondary blockchain and hash blocks are stored in the main 

blockchain. Raw and hash blocks are created by the miners. So, this model is more complex than the 

traditional Bitcoin blockchain model. Joseph and Thaddeus [25] proposed a network of micropayment 

channels to process massive transactions off-chain. The channel is created between two users to 

exchange funds between them more than once. After the restriction on the timestamp is satisfied, only 

one transaction is created with the state of the users’ balances and broadcast to the main chain. 

Xiaoqing et al. [26] proposed an Efficient Storage Scheme (ESS) based on the distribution of UTXOs 

in Bitcoin blocks. ESS assigns a UTXO weight for each block according to the number of its UTXOs 

and its height. Blocks with higher UTXO weight will keep the complete block information, while 
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blocks with lower UTXO weight will only save the block header and delete the block body. The 

deleted UTXOs are stored in a new database in the form of snapshots called deleteutxo. When the new 

transaction used UTXO from a pruned block as input, the deleteutxo database is searched to determine 

whether the input has an unused record. This scheme causes an additional cost, but it is still in an 

acceptable range. 

3.2 On-chain Solutions 

On-chain solution is based on changing the structure of the blockchain to reduce its size. So, there is 

only one network to store the main blockchain in a different structure. Some solutions are just by 

pruning the block data and some of them are based on completely changing the blockchain structure. 

Roman et al. [27] presented a pruning scheme called Coin-Prune. It is based on having honest miners 

to create a snapshot of the current blockchain state using the UTXO set, periodically. Miners announce 

and reaffirm the snapshots publicly. Therefore, they do not have to store all historical data. Instead, 

they rely on the recent snapshot. This scheme has a security limitation; e.g. the potential for removing 

illicit content from the UTXO set. Also, it needs trust assumptions. Martin et al. [28] demonstrated 

Functionality-Preserving Local Erasure (FPLE) to erase undesirable transaction outputs from the 

blockchain and store their references in an erasure database. The proposed FPLE ensures that all nodes 

are synchronized with the network even when the erased outputs are later spent. It assumes that nodes 

ignore the unconfirmed transaction the validation of which depends on erased data. A new strategy for 

transaction verification is proposed to deal with transactions that are relying on erased data. Xiaohai et 

al. [29] proposed a new jigsaw-like data-reduction approach called Jidar. Each node in Jidar does not 

need to store the complete block. Instead, it only stores the transactions of interest and the relevant 

Merkle branches. So, the proof is needed from the transaction proposer to verify the new transactions. 

Jidar also provided a mechanism to get a complete block based on cohering all the data fragments 

from the other nodes just like stitching all the pieces into a complete jigsaw puzzle picture. There are 

not any trust assumptions in Jidar, but it does not maintain the decentralization concepts of the 

traditional Bitcoin system. Serguei [30] suggested changing the structure of the blockchain from the 

linked list of blocks to a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) ledger. He used this structure to implement 

IOTA cryptocurrency. DAG ledger is consisting of transaction units. Each unit presents a single 

transaction from a single user. The new transactions need to approve the legitimacy of two previous 

transactions. In this structure, nodes do not require a large storage to store the complete DAG. In 

contrast, they need a higher coding requirement to load the DAG ledger. Li et al. [31] proposed an 

algorithm to downsample the block body to reduce the blockchain size. This algorithm is based on the 

distribution of the interval between the approval of a UTXO and its use. So, based on this analysis, 

transactions are discarded after a period decided by the algorithm. This method loses very little 

broadcast accuracy to reduce storage. Ryunosuke et al. [32] proposed a new architecture called Trail to 

reduce the size of the blockchain. The trail allows nodes to store the block without transactions. In 

contrast, a client who creates a transaction needs to send proof of its assets. So, unlike traditional 

blockchains, the clients store additional data.  Ulfah et al. [33] summarized the block and compressed 

the result to reduce the blockchain size. At the same time, they make transaction verification easier 

than traditional Bitcoin. They developed the summarization by rearranging the block headers and 

adding parameters according to this arrangement. After that, the summary block is compressed with 

the deflate compression algorithm which is a composite of LZ77 and Huffman algorithms. The deflate 

compression algorithm is used to overcome the problems that occurred due to the summarization. 

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

4.1 Stateful Layered Chain Model 

A Stateful Layered Chain Model is proposed to reduce the size of the Bitcoin blockchain by changing 

the transaction structure and the block structure. Like a blockchain, a Stateful Layered Chain is a 

distributed ledger that is recorded in different miners in a peer-to-peer network. All miners must have 

the same replica of the ledger to avoid reliability. So, our model is not relying on third parties. UTXOs 

set is no longer stored. Instead, accounts with their balances are recorded. Transactions are no longer 

based on inputs and outputs. However, they are based on receivers and senders. Table 5 presents the 

proposed transaction structure. 
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In our model, there are two types of layers: Last State Layer (LSL) and Default State Layer (DSL). 

LSL stores the state of all accounts, while DSL stores the transactions. LSL is only one layer that is  

Table 5. Fields of transaction structure. 

Fields Description 

Sender Address It is a sender account public key in a short format. 

Sender Unlocking 

Script 

It is a script used to unlock the locking script of the sender account balance 

to authenticate the ownership. 

Receiver Address It is a receiver account public key in a short format. 

Receiver Locking 

Address 

It is a script used to lock the transferred value, so that only those with the 

unlocking script can open the lock. 

Value It is the transferred value in Satoshi. 

updated every time a DSL is created to save the last state for each account. DSL is the alternative form 

of a block to store transactions, knowing that DSL reduces the size of the block and at the same time 

keeps the number of transactions as in the block. Stateful Layered Chain is composed of a linked list 

of DSL layers. So, each DSL layer points to the previous one. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the 

proposed LSL and DSL structures in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format, respectively. Table 6 

and Table 7 illustrate the DSL and LSL structures. 

Figure 6. The proposed LSL structure in JSON format. 

Table 6. Fields of LSL structure. 

Fields Description 

Hash It is a 256-bit unique binary number to represent the LSL layer. 

n Accounts The number of client accounts. 

Size The length of the LSL in bytes. 

Accounts Client accounts. 

Table 7. Fields of DSL structure. 

Fields Description 

Hash Hash number of the updated LSL layer. 

Previous Hash Hash number of the previous DSL layer. 

Fee It is the amount of fee that the miner gets. 

n Receivers The number of receiver accounts. 

Nonce 
It is a counter value that makes the block hash less than or equal to the 

target value. 

Size The length of the DSL in bytes. 

Height The height of the DSL in the chain. 

Receivers Receiver accounts. 

After transactions are broadcast through the network, they must be authenticated. The transaction is 

authenticated by using the sender unlocking script to unlock the locking script of his/her account 

contained in LSL to guarantee the ownership of the transferred funds. As in the traditional Bitcoin, the 
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Proof of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm is used in the mining process. PoW is used to ensure 

network consistency, ensure a high level of security and obtain approval on the new DSL from all 

miners. DSL transactions must guarantee the following conditions: 

1) There are no two receivers with the same address.

2) Receiver address is not the same as one of the senders’ addresses.

3) Sender cannot send funds greater than or equal to his/her balance.

4) 0Sender account must be included in the LSL.

Figure 7. The proposed DSL structure in JSON format. 

Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 illustrate LSL account, DSL receiver and DSL sender structures, 

respectively. Stateful Layered Chain Model provides some concepts, including: 

1) Layer Reduction: Since the transaction authentication process needs only the LSL to check the

balance and to ensure the sender’s ownership of the transferred funds, miners can remove the

earliest DSL layers from the chain.

2) Node Bootstrap: New full nodes just need to download the LSL to begin the mining process.

3) User Privacy: For more privacy, users can split their balance into many accounts with different

addresses.

Table 8. Fields of LSL account structure. 

Fields Description 

Address It is an account public key in a short format. 

Locking Script 
It is a script used to lock the balance value, so that only those with the 

unlocking script (owner account) can open the lock. 

Balance It is the amount value in Satoshi owned by the account. 

Table 9. Fields of DSL receiver structure. 

Fields Description 

Address It is a receiver account public key in a short format. 

Locking Script 
It is a script used to lock the transferred amount, so that only those with the 

unlocking script can open the lock. 

n Senders It is the number of senders sending funds to the receiver account. 

Senders Sender accounts. 
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Table 10. Fields of DSL sender structure. 

Fields Description 

Address It is a sender account public key in a short format. 

Unlocking Script 
It is a script used to unlock the locking script of the account balance to 

authenticate the ownership. 

Value It is the transferred value in Satoshi. 

4.2 Stateful Layered Chain Creation Methodology 

Stateful Layered Chain starts with the genesis layer which includes the first transaction. The LSL layer 

is created to present the state of the accounts in the genesis layer. After that, DSL can be created as 

shown in Figure 8. Miners in the network choose transactions from the Memory Pool for validation 

and authentication. Then, the valid transactions are added to DSL as the receiver/sender structure and 

LSL is updated. The sender balance is decreased and the receiver balance is increased. At the end, a 

miner who calculates the hash number of LSL firstly broadcasts the DSL to the rest of the network.  

Figure 8. DSL creation flowchart. 

Figure 9. History of account x flowchart. 
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Stateful Layered Chain Model provides the ability to retrieve the history of LSL accounts. Figure 9 

shows the flowchart of how to retrieve the history balances of account x. Also, Stateful Layered Chain 

Model provides a method to retrieve the LSL at any height of the chain. This method is shown in 

Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Deriving LSL at height x flowchart. 

4.3 Example 

The following example demonstrates the main concepts of the proposed model. It supposes that: 

1) Initially LSL contains six accounts (A, B, C, D, E, F) with a balance equal to 100 Satoshi.

2) There are nine valid transactions in the Memory Pool, as illustrated in Table 11.

3) DSL can record only three transactions.

Figure 11 shows the Stateful Layered Chain before and after adding the transactions in DSL layers. 

Table 11. Valid transactions in the memory pool. 

Transaction number Transaction with Amount = 10 

1 A to B 

2 B to C 

3 C to D 

4 A to C 

5 A to F 

6 F to E 

7 B to F 

8 F to B 

9 F to A 

Figure 11. Stateful layered chain before and after DSL layers’ creation. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION RESULTS

5.1 Implementation Environment 

The Stateful Layered Chain Model is implemented using 100 blocks from the Bitcoin system. The 

blocks are from a height of 710327 to 710426 which are the latest blocks at that time. We developed a 

transformation process using the C# .Net framework to transform the blocks into DSL layers. The 

transformation process is divided into four stages, as shown in Figure 12. 

Figure 12. Transformation process stages. 

1) Downloading: Blockchain data API [34] is used to download a single block in JSON format.

Blocks are downloaded individually.

2) Pre-processing: In this stage, the initial LSL layer and initial user accounts are derived from the

existing blocks. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are used to create initial LSL and initial user

accounts, respectively.

3) DSL Layer Extraction: The DSL Layer for each block is extracted from the existing blocks, as

presented in Algorithm 3. After the extraction of each DSL layer, the LSL layer and user accounts

are updated. Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5 are used to update LSL and user accounts.

4) Testing: User accounts are updated for each block and compared with the corresponding user

accounts for each DSL layer to ensure that they have the same balances.

Algorithm 1. Initial LSL layer creation 

Input: TXPOOL, Blocks 

Variable:  
TXPOOl: Pool of all transaction indexes in the existing blocks 

Account: Account to be added in LSL 

Output: Initial LSL Layer 

BEGIN 

LSL layer = empty 

FOR EACH Block from the oldest to the newest 

FOR EACH Transaction in the Block 

FOR EACH Input in the Transaction 

IF it is not coin base transaction && the input index does not exist in 

TXPOOL 

IF there is Account with the same input address in the layer 

Account value = Account value + input value 

ELSE 

Create a new Account with the input address, value and 

script. 

Add Account to the LSL layer 

END IF 

END IF 

END FOR EACH 

END FOR EACH 

END FOR EACH 
Calculate the hash number of the Initial LSL Layer 

Save the Initial LSL Layer as a file. 

END 
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Algorithm 2. Initial user accounts’ creation 

Input: Blocks 

Variable:  
UID: A number to identify the user 

User: User account including addresses list and the balance for each address 

Output: List of Users 

BEGIN 

UID= 1  

List of Users = empty 

FOR EACH Block from the oldest to the newest 

FOR EACH Transaction in the Block 

Create a new  with empty addresses list 

FOR EACH Input in the Transaction 

IF it is not coin base transaction && an input address does not exist in 

the User addresses list 

Add the address to the User addresses list 

END IF 

END FOR EACH 

IF the User addresses list is not empty 

the user number = UID 

UID = UID + 1 

Add the User to the List of Users 

END IF 

END FOR EACH 

END FOR EACH 

Remove redundant users  

Define users’ balances for their addresses 

Save the List of Users as a file 

END 

Algorithm 3. DSL layer extraction 

Input: Block, List of Users, LSL Layer 

Variable: 

RAccount: Receiver Account to be added in DSL Layer 

SAccount: Sender Account that sends funds to the RAccount 

Output: New DSL Layer, Updated LSL Layer, Updated List of Users 

BEGIN 

Create New Empty DSL Layer with Zero RAccount 

FOR EACH Transaction in the Block 

IF the Transaction is not coin base transaction 

Take a fee from the sender. 

END IF 
FOR EACH Output in Transaction Output List 

IF Output address does not exist in Transaction Inputs addresses 

Create New DSL Layer RAccount 

RAccount Address = Output Address 

RAccount Script = Output Script 

RAccount Height = Layer Height 

IF the Transaction is not coin base transaction 

List of Enough Addresses = get enough addresses from the LSL 

layer 

Current Value = 0 

FOR EACH Address in the List of Enough Addresses 

Create New SAccount with the same Address 

IF the Address is not the last in the List 

Current Value = Current Value + Address 

Value 

SAccount Value = Address Value 

ELSE IF the Address is the last in the List 

SAccount Value = Output Value – Current 

Value 

END IF 
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END FOR EACH 
ELSE IF the Transaction is a coin base transaction 

Create New SAccount without Address 

SAccount Value = Output Value 

END IF 

IF DSL Layer contains the RAccount 

Add the new SAccount to the RAccount  

ELSE IF Layer does not contain the RAccount 

Add the RAccount to the DSL Layer 

END IF 

Update LSL Layer 

Update User Accounts in the List of Users 

END IF 

END FOR EACH 

END FOR EACH 
Calculate the hash number of the LSL layer 

Save the DSL Layer, LSL Layer and List of Users as files 

END 

Algorithm 4. LSL layer updating 

Input: LSL Layer, DSL Layer RAccount 

Variable: 

RAccount: Receiver Account to be added in DSL Layer 

SAccount: Sender Account that sends funds to the RAccount 

Value: Total amount transferred from SAccounts to RAccount 

Output: Updated LSL Layer 

BEGIN 

Value = 0 

FOR EACH SAccount in RAccount 

Value = Value + SAccount Value 

IF SAccount Address is not Empty 

LSL Layer Account = Get LSL Layer Account with the same SAccount Address 

LSL Layer Account Value = LSL Layer Account Value – SAccount Value 

IF LSL Layer Account Value = 0 

Remove LSL Layer Account from the LSL Layer 

END IF 

END IF 

END FOR EACH 

LSL Layer Account = Get LSL Layer Account with the same RAccount Address 

IF there is LSL Layer Account 

LSL Layer Account Value = LSL Layer Account Value + Value 

ELSE IF there is no LSL Layer Account 

Create a new LSL Layer Account with the same address, script and value of the RAccount 

Add it to the LSL Layer 

END IF 

END 

Algorithm 5. User accounts’ updating 

Input: Sender, List of Users, RAccount 

Variables: 

RAccount: Receiver Account to be added in DSL Layer 

SAccount: Sender Account that sends funds to the RAccount 

Value: Total amount transferred from SAccounts to RAccount 

User: User account including addresses list and the balance for each address 

Output: Updated List of Users 

BEGIN 

Value = 0 

FOR EACH SAccount in RAccount 

Value = Value + SAccount Value 

IF SAccount Address is not Empty 

Sender Account Value = Sender Account Value – Value 

END IF 
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END FOR EACH 

User = Get User from the List of Users whose addresses list contains RAccount Address 

 Account Value = User Account Value + Value 

END 

5.2 Experimental Results 

5.2.1 Block vs. DSL Layer 

After testing, we found that user accounts from blocks and layers are identical. At the same time, the 

DSL layer size is about 51.2 % of the block size and the complete Stateful Layered Chain size is 50.6 

% of the complete blockchain size. Figure 13 shows the size of those 100 blocks and the size of the 

corresponding 100 DSL layers. Figure 14 shows the size of the complete Stateful Layered Chain 

compared to the blockchain size. 
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Figure 13. Size of block vs. size of DSL layer. 

5.2.2 UTXO Pool vs. LSL Layer 

UTXO Pool is not enough used in the Stateful Layered Chain Model. Instead, there is an LSL layer to 

present the accounts’ balances. Figure 15 shows the UTXO pool size versus the LSL layer size after 

the last block and DSL layer. We observed that the LSL size is 53.2 % of the UTXO pool size. 

         Figure 15. UTXO pool size vs. LSL layer size. 

Figure 14. Stateful layered chain size vs. blockchain size. 
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5.2.3 Transaction Throughput 

According to the concept of layers reduction that is provided by the proposed model, the earliest DSL 

layers can be removed and only the LSL layer is preserved. So, the size of the DSL layer can be the 

same as the block size to increase the transaction throughput. Figure 16 shows that transaction 

throughput is increased if we keep the DSL layer size equal to the block size. 

Figure 16. Number of transactions in blocks and DSL layers. 

The total number of transactions in a Stateful Layered Chain with 50 DSL layers is shown in Figure 17 

compared to those in a blockchain with 50 blocks of the same size as the DSL layers. We noticed that 

the number of transactions in the Stateful Layered Chain is 1.93 more than those in the blockchain. 

Figure 17. The total number of transactions in the stateful layered chain compared to those in the 

blockchain. 

The results show that: 

1. Using a stateful chain rather than a stateless chain causes the size of the stateful layered chain to

be 50.6 % smaller than that of the Bitcoin blockchain.

2. The LSL layer size is 53.2 % smaller than the UTXO pool size, whereas the LSL layer records

accounts rather than transactions.

3. The transaction throughput of a stateful layered chain can be 1.93 more than that of the Bitcoin

blockchain if we keep the DSL layer size equal to the block size.

The Stateful Layered Chain Model shows success in storage scalability and transaction throughput. At 

the same time, the proposed model had not affected the security and decentralization. However, many 

of the traditional Bitcoin aspects still exist in the proposed model, like decentralization using 

distributed network, mining using PoW and authentication using digital signature.     
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a Stateful Layered Chain Model which is a completely changed structure of 

the Bitcoin blockchain. It is no longer based on UTXOs. Instead, it relies on users’ balances to send 

and receive funds. The proposed model enhances Bitcoin’s scalability in respect of its storage. It saves 

approximately a half of the storage, since the Stateful Layered Chain is 50.6 % smaller than the 

Bitcoin blockchain. Also, the UTXO pool has been replaced with the LSL layer which is about a half 

the size of the UTXO pool. As the results show, the LSL size is 53.2 % smaller than the UTXO pool 

size. In addition, the proposed model improves the transaction throughput by nearly twice that of 

Bitcoin if we keep the DSL layer size equal to the block size. 

One of our future research directions is to increase the transaction throughput and decrease the 

transaction latency by adding the parallel-mining process to the proposed model. 
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 ملخص البحث:

لاً ةرلعبببببأ ابببببذ أ ا عبببببا لبببببسلاس  ا ببببب   ا ع ة   بببببا    ببببب  لة ا  ببببب اأصبببببلعُ لة الرببببب  لة   ل ببببب   ببببب

للأ ببببباذ لة بببببسه الببببب ل ّر بببببِ لة لرببببب  لة   ل ببببب  من   ببببب      ببببب لً ة ل    بببببا ن ببببب    ببببب  لة  بببببا   

ببببببب اا    لةع  بببببببا  س    بببببببي كةببببببب    ل ببببببب  لّ لبببببببا  ا ع ة   بببببببا    ببببببب   ثببببببب  لة   لش ببببببب   لةا 

ببببببلت   لة لةلمببببببا   لةل  ر لبببببب  ن   بببببب ي ل بببببب   لل لةل  بببببب      خ  صبببببباً ا لببببببا  لة ا  بببببب  لببببببذ لةم 

   ر ببببببّ نبببببباة   ش  س  اع بببببباا لة ال بببببب  اببببببذ سببببببل   لةل  بببببب     لةبببببب  ا ببببببش   لا بببببب   رمببببببر  لة ا  بببببب 

ضببببب لاسً  ل بببببسل اببببب    لإ ببببب لة لة   بببببا ا وس ة ببببب  نلببببب    لة  بببببُ    بببببل   ببببب   رمبببببر  لة ا  ببببب 

ز لةاببببببل  س  لببببببسل  بببببب  ه لةبببببب    ببببببا     لش بببببب   رمببببببر  لة ا  بببببب   بببببب  ابببببب   لة ال بببببب  لةلل رضبببببب     ب 

    أث  أ ا  لةا ل   ن    ٍ رل  س

بببببب   ص  العببببببأ لببببببسلا لة   بببببب  اببببببذ ل  بببببب لى   ببببببال    بببببب  كه  للبببببباوٍ  مبببببب ع  ّربببببب  ا ببببببش   أ  

ببببب   رمبببببر  لة ا  ببببب  لة ا ببببب  لة  لر ببببب   ببببب     ببببب  نببببباةل      س   ذ ببببب  لةع لببببب كا لةعمببببباناو  ببببب  أ   ص 
لةلل ببببب ى لةلع ببببب  لة لر   ببببب  ةمرمبببببر  لة ا  ببببب   ببببب  لا  بببببٍ  لةببببب   للببببباوس  اا  ببببب    بببببا   لة   بببببا   أ  

%      بببببببل   كةبببببب 6س50 ببببب  ملةع لببببب كا لةلل بببببب ى  لر ببببب   بببببب   رمبببببر  لة ا  بببببب  نعمبببببل  البببببب ا 

 باّ   لة   ا  و لة ذ  ل   إ  لؤلا ّل  لةع  الس
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